The Guardians Strike Again

Deadly stabbing kills a young Royal

Josie Setiawan

It was 11:30 pm last Saturday when Andy, a teenage boy who was part of the Royals, was found dead in a dark alley. He had been brutally stabbed in the abdomen and left lying on the wet sidewalk. Police say that it was another gang murder committed by the Guardians, the Royal's opposing gang.

Steve Fisher, the town alchoholic, came across Andy in the alley dying but he had too much alcohol in his system and couldn't think straight.

"I don't know what I was thinking...I was too drunk to know what was going on," said Steve, "I could've saved the boy if only I was sober."

Andrea Smith had also encountered Andy in the alley while walking home with her boyfriend after their date. They decided to not get involved and they left Andy on the sidewalk bleeding.

"We were too scared to get associated with the Royals and thought that we'd be the next victim if we helped him," said Angela during an interview, "I feel really bad for not trying to help the poor guy in some way but I was just too scared to risk my own safety."

Gang Violence Unit Chief, Detective Richards, is an expert on these gang attacks we've been having recently. "This isn't the first gang related murder we've seen," remarked Detective Richards, "In fact, it's the 7th one this year."

As the number of gang violences continue to increase, I think citizens should decide whether or not they would help in a situation like this. This death should help us realize that a young teenager is now dead. Who knows what Andy could've become in the future? Be alert for more gang violence in the future and stay safe.